
Lecture-37 

Unconditional parallel transfer of Information 

An unconditional transfer is one in which an instruction transfer data 

to or from an I/O port without determining whether the port is ready to 

receive or transmit the data. The data transfer between CPU and an 

I/O device is in parallel, a word at a time unconditional transfers 

handle common information, status information, or other data 

command information is transferred to external device from the to 

control the operation of an I/O device. Status information is 

transferred from an I/O device and is used by the to monitor the 

state of the I/O device. Data is transferred in both directions and is 

distinguished from command or status information by the manner in 

which it is used by the  

An example of an unconditional input data transfer is the input of data 

from a set of manual switched. The   assumes the switches are set 

to their positions. An example of an unconditional output data transfer 

is the transmissions of data from a  does not ascertain. Whether 

the display is ready to receive the data, it simply assumes the display 

is ready. 

 

Interfacing Output Display:  

 Common and simplest display device with IC logic is the light 

emitting diodes (LED). LEDs are solid state devices p-n junctions 

which emit light energy when stimulated by a low voltage dc. LEDs 

are designed to emit light from ultraviolet to infrared. The most 

efficient LED is in the visible spectrum and emits red light. It is most 



commonly used for LED displays. The decimal digits & few alphabets 

can be displayed using seven segments LED. These displays use an 

LED for each segment and are represented in the form shown below. 

 

 The LEDs a, b, c, d, e, f, g are line segment LEDs while dp is a 

decimal point LED. These 8 LED together can be connected in two 

different from namely common cathode and common anode 

configuration as shown in figure. 

 



 The 8- LEDs can be directly driven from an output port or by a 

decoder driver connected to an output port. Considering common 

cathode configuration, let the LEDs connected to an output port to lit 

any LED,  (chip select signal) should be made low and 

corresponding bit should be made high .eg, to display letter 5 the 

data to be loaded in the register latch driver is 0110 1101 B or 6DH 

and then  is made low so that 5 is displayed similarly for common 

anode configuration CS in ACTIVE HIGH signal.  B.C.D to seven 

segments & hex to seven segment decoder drivers are available for 

driving seven segment displays for driving seven segment displays 

(e.g. 7447, 7449). 

 

 Common anode configuration when a BCD code is sent to the 

input of the 7447, it output lows on the segment required to display 

the number represented by the BCD code. This circuit connection is 

referred to as static display because current is being passed through 

the display all time. Current limiting resistance as the value of the 

resister can be calculated LED needs 20mA current & voltage drop is 

about 1.6v. The output voltage for the 7447 is a maximum of 0.4v at 



40mA. So assume that is about 0.2v and 20mA. The voltage across 

the resistance is 5-1.6-0.2=3.2. The value of the resister is  

=160Ω the voltage drop across the LED and 7447 are not exactly 

predicable and the exact current through the LED is not critical as 

long as we don’t exceed its maximum rating. Therefore a standard 

value of 150 Ω is reasonable. 

 The circuit designed is suitable for driving just one or two LED 

digits. However there are problems it we want to display 6 digits. The 

first problem is power consumption for worst case calculation, 

assume all six digits are display 8 so all seven segment are lit. Seven 

augment times 20mA per segment gives a current of 140mA per digit 

multiplying these 6 diets given a total current do 840mA. For the 

static approach is that each display digit required a separate 7447 

decode each of which uses another 12Ma. Therefore, the current 

required by the decoders and LED display might be several times the 

current required by the rest of the circuitry in the instrument. 

  To solve this problem of static display approach, we use a 

multiplexing technique. The circuit for six digit only one 7447 bias 

used and the segment output of the 7447 are the digits. The chip 

select of all six digits are connected to six PNP transistors. The PNP 

transistor in series with common anode is driven from another port. 

  The p first output the BCD code for digit 1 to 7447. The 7447 

output the corresponding seven segment code on the segment bus 

lines. The transistor connect to digit 1 is then turned on by outputting 

a low to that pit of port A (a low turns on a PNP transistor). All other 

bits are made high so other digits are in off state. After few ms digit 1 



is turned off by outputting all high to port A. The BCD code for digit 2 

is then input to the 7447 on port B and a word to turn on digit 2 is 

output on port A. this process is repeated until all of the digits have 

last digit in the display bus been turned ON , the cycle is repeated 

starting with first digit. Each digit is turned or ON refreshed at a 

frequency called the refresh rate. If a digit is refreshed at higher rate 

then it appears to the human eye to be constantly ON. The minimum 

practical refresh rate is unusually 100Hz for N digits refreshed at the 

max ON time tD for each digit is 

                                             =   

 

 



Let the digits to be displayed are stored in memory location starting 

from DIGDI5 5. 

 

  The software for display such is: 

 

 ‘**’ LXIH, DIDIS 5 

       MVI Bxx011111 

       MVIC, 06(IFH)  

  *’  XRA A 

       CMA 

       OUT ‘port A’                                                     

       MOV A,M   

       OUT ‘port B’ 

        MOV A,B 

        OUT ‘PORT A’ 

        RAR 

        MOV,A 

         DCR H  

         CALL MS DELAY 

         DCR C 

         JNZ ‘*’ 



         JMP ‘* * ‘ 

A disadvantage of the software multi playing approach is that it puts 

an additional burden an the CPU. Also, if CPU gets involved in doing 

sane length task which cannot be interrupted to refresh the display, 

only one digit of the display will be left on.  

 

 

 

                        


